
 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anna Liao
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 11:26:38 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anna Liao, anna.g.liao@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:anna.g.liao@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Minky Fang
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:11:10 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Minky Fang, m.fang@apaccsf.org

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:m.fang@apaccsf.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kelvin Chan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:19:13 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kelvin Chan, k.chan2424@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:k.chan2424@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: anne zerbst
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:49:11 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: anne zerbst, azerbst@mindspring.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:azerbst@mindspring.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robert Zerbst
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:49:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robert Zerbst, rzerbst201@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rzerbst201@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ka Cheng
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 3:53:03 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ka Cheng, chengkayi@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:chengkayi@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Kong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 4:35:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Kong, amykong@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:amykong@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ray Kwong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 4:36:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ray Kwong, raykwong7@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:raykwong7@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: hubstack3469@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Herbert Stackhouse
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 4:38:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Herbert Stackhouse
San Francisco, CA 94134
(415) 254-2944

mailto:hubstack3469@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hubstack3469@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Martha Ehmann Conte
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 6:36:15 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Martha Ehmann Conte, martha@ehmannconte.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:martha@ehmannconte.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gregory Leung
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 6:54:37 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gregory Leung, leungmangregory@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:leungmangregory@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rebecca Saroyan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 8:49:16 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rebecca Saroyan, rebecca.saroyan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rebecca.saroyan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eleanor Bigelow
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 10:19:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eleanor Bigelow, eleanor@websterpacific.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:eleanor@websterpacific.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: hazelmayorgalopez784@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hazel Mayorga
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 10:21:42 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Hazel Mayorga
San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 676-0362

mailto:hazelmayorgalopez784@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hazelmayorgalopez784@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Erikson-Ishisaki
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 2:38:48 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Erikson-Ishisaki, b1m2hec3@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:b1m2hec3@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kelly Halper
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 6:52:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kelly Halper, kellyhalp@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kellyhalp@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jen Rinehart
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 7:05:06 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jen Rinehart, jdolinsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jdolinsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: HILARY ARMSTRONG
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 8:08:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: HILARY ARMSTRONG, hilaryarmstrong747@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:hilaryarmstrong747@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Claire Alt
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 9:37:59 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Claire Alt, clairekalista@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:clairekalista@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Philip healy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 3:37:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Philip healy, lfchere@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lfchere@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Hall
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 28, 2023 3:28:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Hall, grumpyhall@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:grumpyhall@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elizabeth Townsend
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 28, 2023 4:43:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Elizabeth Townsend, inclinebeth@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:inclinebeth@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ameliatehrani@gmail.com
To: Young, Victor (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS)
Subject: Charter Amendment file #23098
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 6:54:46 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Hello,

I am a San Francisco resident that works in civic center. I used to teach in our public schools. We do not need more
bonuses for police, but we absolutely need funds for educating our children. It is absolutely absurd that we spend
over a billion dollars a year on criminalization when so many educators make tens of thousands of dollars below a
living wage, and thousands of students leave school hungry and homeless daily. If we want to change this city we
need to change our priorities back to supporting students and families.

I am asking you to please vote no on Dorsey’s charter amendment. Put community over criminalization.

- Amelia Tehrani

Best wishes,
Golzar Tehrani

mailto:ameliatehrani@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Denise Gelis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 10:48:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Denise Gelis, dedegelis@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dedegelis@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nancy Gilbert
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 12:54:42 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nancy Gilbert, nancygilbert333@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nancygilbert333@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Chesnosky
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 4:41:49 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Chesnosky, dcrevp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dcrevp@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maryanne Razzo
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 4:53:55 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maryanne Razzo, mvrazzo@sonic.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mvrazzo@sonic.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Justin Cherniak
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 5:00:13 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Justin Cherniak, justin.cherniak@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:justin.cherniak@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barbara J Dwyer
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 5:26:59 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Barbara J Dwyer, montereydivingwoman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Please support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing
amendment for SFPD, and put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have
a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill
the current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

Public safety is vital to protecting industry and quality of
life. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:montereydivingwoman@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dara Zandanel
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 5:28:09 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Dara Zandanel, dzlaw415@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I FO NOT support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing
amendment for SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on
the ballot in March 2024. San Francisco has too many
poorly trained police officers who think that they are
immune from consequences. We cannot regain the city’s
reputation as a safe destination to live, work, visit, and
shop while they continue to poorly perform their duties
since they do not have any consequences to poor
performance. When and if they will agree that they exist
to serve the people of San Francisco without qualified
immunity or criminal indemnification, then we can move
forward and reform the current institution. 

San Franciscans prioritize public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

More funding leads to more military grade hardware,
which we do not need. And more staffing will happen with
better educated, and trained officers who seek to serve
the residents of San Francisco.

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dzlaw415@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org




 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Eggert
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 6:24:50 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Eggert, keggertsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:keggertsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bill Jackson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 7:39:11 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bill Jackson, bjacksonsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bjacksonsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: GREG DANIEL
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 8:20:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: GREG DANIEL, gregdaniel@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gregdaniel@mac.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Francesca Pastine
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 8:46:52 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Francesca Pastine, francesca@pastineart.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. It is time we stop the victimization of our
citizens by criminals.  Please support Dorsey's charter
amendment to fully staff the SFPD.

Best,

Francesca Pastine,
President of the Inner Mission Neighborhood Association
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: JOHN CERVANTES
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 9:26:08 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: JOHN CERVANTES, city10s@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Schwartz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 9:32:48 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Schwartz , kielygomes@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jane Smalley
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 9:33:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jane Smalley, janesmalley1@juno.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: james zucherman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 10:03:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: james zucherman, zuchermanj@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Innes
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 10:41:45 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Innes, metuvilla@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Traci Lee
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 11:12:57 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Traci Lee, trace125@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leslie Boin Podell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 11:58:52 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Leslie Boin Podell, leslie@podell.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nick Podell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 11:59:09 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nick Podell, nick@podell.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Ernst
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 12:10:52 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Ernst, steve.ernst@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda R Miller
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 2:06:53 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda R Miller, millerlr@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Susan Lee
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 3:52:39 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Susan Lee, jeunglee.susan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bernadette Lussier
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:16:45 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bernadette Lussier, lussierbm@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sasha Mitchell Soheili
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:33:42 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sasha Mitchell Soheili, sasha.soheili@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Arredondo
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 6:27:54 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Arredondo, Marredondo@attglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: renee tannenbaum
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 7:19:02 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: renee tannenbaum, reneetbaum@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: George Consagra
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 7:32:14 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: George Consagra, gconsagra@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brad Green
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 7:36:48 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Brad Green, bradg@5ht.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Diane Janakes-Zasada
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:04:21 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Diane Janakes-Zasada, djanakes@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David English
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:16:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David English, cobweb_isle0r@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brian Wachowicz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:22:27 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Brian Wachowicz, brian_wachowicz@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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From: merceho@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mercedes Ho
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:28:09 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Mercedes Ho
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:merceho@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:merceho@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nancy Zerner
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I support Supervisor Safai’s Charter Amendment that would give Mayoral approval over parking meter and other transportation fees and

fares.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:55:01 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nancy Zerner, nancyfancypants@yahoo.com

 Message: I support Supervisor Safai’s Charter Amendment that
would give Mayoral approval over parking meter and
other transportation fees and fares.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Safai’s Charter Amendment for the
March 5, 2024 election that would require the Mayor of
San Francisco to approve any proposed increases to
SFMTA fares, parking meter maximum rates, and hours
or days of operation. 

No single unelected city department head should have
the sole authority to increase our parking or fare rates. To
correct this, the proposed Charter Amendment requires
the Mayor to approve any fare, parking, or MUNI rate
increases put into the SFMTA budget, placing the
authority back on elected leaders.  Transportation fees
significantly impact the lives of residents, and
businesses, particularly those in lower-income areas, and
when fees need to be changed, this decision should be
made by our mayor, who can take all factors and
constituents into consideration. 

Please vote to support this Charter Amendment.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Huey
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:49:14 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Huey, synergismpartners@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Harris
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 10:11:15 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Harris, Maryharris_sf@outlook.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: james delman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 10:19:54 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: james delman, jbentdel@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

SUPES" WORRY LESS ABOUT HOUSING AND CRAZY
RENT CONTROL GUIDELINES AND GIVE AWAY
"FREE HOUSING....'  When everyone leaves SF, AND
ALL THE SMALL BUSINESSES CLOSE WHO the hell is
going to pay for all your  freebies , subsidies, reparations,
monitoring, and "give aways?"  
CAN you convince SACRAMENTO TO subsidize our
housing, so we can move to Hillsborough or Atherton?
 After all, if you endorse such absurd CONCEPTS
as "HOUSING IS A RIGHT"- It is a right if you can afford
it, otherwise leave Pierre-Joseph Proudhon (1840-
"Property is Theft.".."What is P{property").
to the historical trash bin!

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

SUJPES" WORRY LESS ABOUT HOUSING AND
CRAZY RENT CONTROL GUIDELINES AND GIVE
AWAY "FREE HOUSING....'  When everyone leaves SF,

 

mailto:jbentdel@comcast.net
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AND ALL THE SMALL BUSINESSES CLOSE OR
MOVE. who the hell is going to pay for all the new and
proposed services monitoring, and "give aways?" 
ses close?

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Preston Jeung
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 11:04:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Preston Jeung, prjeung@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Janet Pond
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 12:22:03 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Janet Pond, pond.janet@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: sloane conway
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 12:55:13 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: sloane conway, sloanelconway@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: lucy junus
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 4:32:40 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: lucy junus, lujunus@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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From: Levy, Janice (CON)
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: RE: REFERRAL - BOS File No. 230985 Charter Amendment - Minimum Police Department Staffing and Five-Year

THIRD DRAFT
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 4:59:07 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Thanks Victor!
 
_________________
Janice Levy (she/hers)
Office of the Controller, City Performance
City & County of San Francisco
(415) 636-9853 | janice.levy@sfgov.org
 

From: Young, Victor (BOS) <victor.young@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Monday, October 30, 2023 4:45 PM
To: Rosenfield, Ben (CON) <ben.rosenfield@sfgov.org>
Cc: Rydstrom, Todd (CON) <Todd.Rydstrom@sfgov.org>; Levy, Janice (CON)
<janice.levy@sfgov.org>; Mihal, Natasha (CON) <natasha.mihal@sfgov.org>
Subject: REFERRAL - BOS File No. 230985 Charter Amendment - Minimum Police Department
Staffing and Five-Year THIRD DRAFT
 
Greetings:
 
This matter is being re-referred to you in accordance with Rules of Order 2.22.3. 
Please review and prepare a financial analysis of the proposed measure prior to the
first Rules Committee hearing. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
Victor Young
Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, City Hall., Room 244
San Francisco CA 94102
phone 415-554-7723    |     fax 415-554-5163
victor.young@sfgov.org | www.sfbos.org

  Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form.
 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation, and archived matters
since August 1998.

 
Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to
disclosure under the California Public Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information
provided will not be redacted.  Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information
when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that
members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available

mailto:janice.levy@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:janice.levy@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
http://www.sfbos.org/
http://www.sfbos.org/index.aspx?page=104
http://www.sfbos.org/index.aspx?page=104
http://www.sfbos.org/index.aspx?page=9681



to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from
these submissions. This means that personal information—including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar
information that a member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees—may appear on the
Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.

 



From: morgenhumes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Morgen Humes
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:05:29 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Morgen Humes
San Francisco, CA 94133

mailto:morgenhumes@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:morgenhumes@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: breauxaw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Breaux Walker
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:09:15 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Breaux Walker
San Francisco, CA 94118
(415) 283-7656

mailto:breauxaw@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:breauxaw@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: anjulinadesai@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anji Desai
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:10:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Anji Desai
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:anjulinadesai@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:anjulinadesai@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: pablo.gersberg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pablo Gersberg
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:11:13 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Pablo Gersberg
San Francisco, CA 94110

mailto:pablo.gersberg@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:pablo.gersberg@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kristi Major
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:21:41 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kristi Major, kristilynmajor@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kristilynmajor@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: rima_chadha@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rima Chadha
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:29:24 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Rima Chadha
San Francisco, CA 94118
(415) 725-0419

mailto:rima_chadha@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rima_chadha@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eric Floyd
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:36:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eric Floyd, floyderict@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:floyderict@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erika Kim
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 6:29:49 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erika Kim, e_kimch@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:e_kimch@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: kristina cahojova
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 6:47:55 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: kristina cahojova, kristina.cahojova@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kristina.cahojova@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lenard Pond
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:05:08 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lenard Pond, la_pond@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:la_pond@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karin Pond
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:14:01 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karin Pond, karin.pond@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:karin.pond@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karin Flood
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:19:48 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karin Flood, karin@floodbuilding.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:karin@floodbuilding.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jane Perry
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:30:44 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jane Perry, janesjoint5@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:janesjoint5@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eric Roddie
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 11:09:59 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eric Roddie, ericdotroddie@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ericdotroddie@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eric Roddie
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 11:22:04 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eric Roddie, ericdotroddie@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ericdotroddie@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Winthrop
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Tuesday, October 31, 2023 2:39:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Winthrop, Awinthrop@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:Awinthrop@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Wynne
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 7:18:47 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Wynne, stephenmwynne@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:stephenmwynne@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anthony Barbuto
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 7:29:13 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anthony Barbuto, verkesh@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:verkesh@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anika Steig
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:18:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anika Steig, anika.steig@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:anika.steig@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Wynne
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:27:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Wynne, stephenmwynne@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:stephenmwynne@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patrick Wolff
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:30:39 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Patrick Wolff, patrick@grandmastercap.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who expect
public safety and a fully staffed police department to be
part of the basic city services we already pay for. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. 

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Homan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:33:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Homan, andrewhoman@mac.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:andrewhoman@mac.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Mathews
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:37:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Mathews, linda.mathews@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

Really?  This is unbelievable. You want to increase our
taxes because we want a fully staffed police force?  We
have a budget larger than entire states. You want to run
for mayor and are asking to increase our taxes when we
are asking for the BASIC services that a city should
provide each and everyone on of their constituents?
There is plenty of money in the budget. Please use it
wisely and increasing taxes so the taxpayers can be
provided with a fully staffed police force is unreasonable
when we have a budget of 14.6 billion. I am 100 percent
sure the money is there. We will remember this when it’s
time to vote. 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.
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You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michelle Quach
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:42:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michelle Quach, lobbieq@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ana Duffy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:51:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ana Duffy, anaduffy14@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephanie Lehman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:58:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephanie Lehman, slehman21@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jan Diamond
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:09:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jan Diamond, janmdiamond@pacbell.net

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nikhil Gowda
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:15:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nikhil Gowda, ngowda1223@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kirill Skobelev
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:15:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kirill Skobelev, kskobelev@me.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Theo Cincotta
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:34:11 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Theo Cincotta, theocincotta@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Garry Tan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:34:49 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Garry Tan, garrytan@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Klein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:39:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Klein, andrew.e.klein@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anthony Fox
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:39:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anthony Fox, sftonyfox@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:sftonyfox@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erica Sandberg
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:42:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erica Sandberg, esandberg_2000@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 
Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
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request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kwabena Agyeman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:42:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kwabena Agyeman, kwagyeman@openmv.io

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Heather Kirkpatrick
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:45:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Heather Kirkpatrick, h.kirkpatrick3@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dea Smeed
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:48:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Dea Smeed, dealazaro@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Shannon Thomson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:48:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Shannon Thomson, thomsonshop1945@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Teresa Shaw
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:51:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Teresa Shaw, tawny.sapient0c@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karina Velasquez
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:03:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karina Velasquez, karinawinder@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Brega
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:03:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: William Brega, willbrega36@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Forrest Liu
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:06:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Forrest Liu, forrest.liu@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Paul Morrison
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:09:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Paul Morrison, paulhm.sf@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 11

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jonathan Shulman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:19:56 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jonathan Shulman , shulman.j@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous. We already pay
very high taxes. 

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
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request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Angie Yap
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:22:47 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Angie Yap, ayhc69@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: ANNIE WONG
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:29:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: ANNIE WONG, annie_wong29@hotmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:annie_wong29@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Victoria Barret
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:33:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Victoria Barret, vbarret@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:vbarret@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Vikram Gupta
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:33:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Vikram Gupta, vkgsfca@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:vkgsfca@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patrick Bedwell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:39:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Patrick Bedwell, pmbedwell@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 9

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:pmbedwell@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jay Lnag
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:49:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jay Lnag, jim.lang.aa@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:jim.lang.aa@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Roger Wong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:54:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Roger Wong, outersunsetresi@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:outersunsetresi@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sara Starr
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:57:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sara Starr, sarastarr2r@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:sarastarr2r@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Todd Davis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:00:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Todd Davis, td@hoyablue.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:td@hoyablue.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark Felix
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:00:33 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark Felix, mafelix86@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:mafelix86@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Angela Tickler
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:00:39 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Angela Tickler, angela.tickler@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:angela.tickler@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Colleen Harvey
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:09:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Colleen Harvey , colleen.harvey@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:colleen.harvey@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sonny Lee
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:23:35 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sonny Lee, hobosf2@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:hobosf2@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mitchell Smith
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:28:11 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mitchell Smith, htimsm1@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:htimsm1@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erin OGrady
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:28:46 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erin OGrady, erogrady@pacbell.net

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:erogrady@pacbell.net
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Martin-Pinto
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:33:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Martin-Pinto, stephen@stephenmartinpinto.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Colton Weeks
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:36:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Colton Weeks, coltonw@msn.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ashley DeVore
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:39:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ashley DeVore, ashleycdevore@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Danielle Wang
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:57:00 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Danielle Wang, daniellewy2012@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: jennifer Yan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:00:15 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: jennifer Yan, jennifer.yan@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jiyeon Kim
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:03:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jiyeon Kim, nickkennedy112@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Álvaro schor
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:09:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Álvaro schor, alvaroschor@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:alvaroschor@gmail.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Wynn
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:15:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Wynn, andrew@useascend.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maria Aldaz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:18:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maria Aldaz, mealdaz58@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 9

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erin Murphy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:24:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erin Murphy, minimurph22@comcast.net

I am a resident of District 11

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carla Schlemminger
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:51:47 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carla Schlemminger, carlas@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Lehman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:58:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Lehman, aclehman@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Chris Lehman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:00:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Chris Lehman, crlehman@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:crlehman@yahoo.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Lehman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:00:40 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Lehman, plehman@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:plehman@yahoo.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julie Fitzgerald
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:03:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Julie Fitzgerald, jafitz22@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barklee Sanders
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:16:05 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Barklee Sanders, barkleesanders@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christina Pappas
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:18:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christina Pappas, scoutca66@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:scoutca66@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eddy Sapiro
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:56:02 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eddy Sapiro, hiatal-curly-0h@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tessa Sapiro
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:56:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tessa Sapiro, hiatal-curly-0h@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:hiatal-curly-0h@icloud.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cole Sapiro
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:56:48 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Cole Sapiro, hiatal-curly-0h@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:hiatal-curly-0h@icloud.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Edwin Gackstetter
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 7:24:59 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Edwin Gackstetter, hiedwin@duck.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

This is a disqualifier for Mayor. You have lost any chance
to gain my vote. 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:hiedwin@duck.com
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doreen Horstin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 7:45:50 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Doreen Horstin, doreen.horstin@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Allene Jue
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 8:22:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Allene Jue, allenejue@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Liz Le
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 8:26:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Liz Le, lizetsyl@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leila Sen
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 8:33:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Leila Sen, leila@leilasen.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Zoe Fuentes
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 8:36:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Zoe Fuentes, travelzoe@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:travelzoe@yahoo.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Susan McDonough
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:31:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Susan McDonough, sdrcrm@hotmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:sdrcrm@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marina Roche
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:35:07 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marina Roche, marinaroche@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:marinaroche@icloud.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Roche
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:35:41 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Roche, krochemusic@aol.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:krochemusic@aol.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aislin Palladino
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:39:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Aislin Palladino, aislin.palladino@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:aislin.palladino@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eamon Roche
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:39:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eamon Roche, eamon415roche@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:eamon415roche@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cullen Roche
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:39:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Cullen Roche, cullen.roche1992@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:cullen.roche1992@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dearan Roche
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:39:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Dearan Roche, dearan.m.roche@tcu.edu

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:dearan.m.roche@tcu.edu
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jordan Pappas
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 10:01:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jordan Pappas, jordanjpappas@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 9

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:jordanjpappas@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Dymek
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 10:06:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: William Dymek, bdymekster@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.  For example, the no-bid
contracts awarded to Urban Alchemy.  Ambassadors are
not a substitute for academy trained police officers.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
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Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Elden
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 10:15:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Elden, peterelden@sbcglobal.net

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:peterelden@sbcglobal.net
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Josie Su
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 10:15:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Josie Su, josiesu@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:josiesu@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ann Marie Porter
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:09:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ann Marie Porter, porterssf@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:porterssf@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Roberta Economidis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:12:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Roberta Economidis , reconomidis@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:reconomidis@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tricia Young
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:21:42 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tricia Young, hillmanranchgal@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anjali Billa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:24:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anjali Billa, anjalibilla@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maria Cruz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:53:59 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maria Cruz, monica_dnc@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Spencer Sherwin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 1:30:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Spencer Sherwin, spencer.sherwin@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: victoire reynal
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 7:09:55 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: victoire reynal, victoirereynal@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rebecca Doherty
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 7:45:15 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rebecca Doherty, rebeccadoherty@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rebecca Doherty
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 8:00:40 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rebecca Doherty, rebeccadoherty@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: solo zyscovich
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 8:37:01 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: solo zyscovich , zidsrudioz@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leanna Louie
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 8:39:47 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Leanna Louie, leannalouie28@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 11

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jay Elliott
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:00:17 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jay Elliott, jayelliott415@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Molly Elliott
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:00:49 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Molly Elliott, poncasue@aol.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tony Tran
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:03:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tony Tran, tonyt813@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nora Rooney
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:03:26 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nora Rooney, norarooney26@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Margaret Parker
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:03:28 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Margaret Parker, parkmar@aol.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:parkmar@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maria Cruz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:03:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maria Cruz, monica_dnc@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Wilson Constantine
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:09:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Wilson Constantine , wconstantine@me.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mari Murayama
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:15:35 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mari Murayama, mdmurayama@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:mdmurayama@gmail.com
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mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

Mari Murayama
District 1

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: O Donoghue John
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:40:20 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: O Donoghue John, johnod5274@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:johnod5274@gmail.com
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mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brian Wachowicz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:22:26 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Brian Wachowicz, brian_wachowicz@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David English
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:16:24 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David English, cobweb_isle0r@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Diane Janakes-Zasada
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:04:11 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Diane Janakes-Zasada, djanakes@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brad Green
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 7:36:42 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Brad Green, bradg@5ht.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: George Consagra
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 7:32:05 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: George Consagra, gconsagra@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: renee tannenbaum
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 7:19:06 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: renee tannenbaum, reneetbaum@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Arredondo
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 6:27:55 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Arredondo, Marredondo@attglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sasha Mitchell Soheili
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:33:33 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Sasha Mitchell Soheili, sasha.soheili@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bernadette Lussier
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:16:51 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Bernadette Lussier, lussierbm@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Susan Lee
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 3:52:45 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Susan Lee, jeunglee.susan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda R Miller
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 2:06:55 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda R Miller, millerlr@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Ernst
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 12:10:52 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Ernst, steve.ernst@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nick Podell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 11:59:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Nick Podell, nick@podell.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leslie Boin Podell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 11:58:53 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Leslie Boin Podell, leslie@podell.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Traci Lee
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 11:12:57 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Traci Lee, trace125@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Innes
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 10:41:48 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Innes, metuvilla@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jane Smalley
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 9:35:13 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jane Smalley, janesmalley1@juno.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Schwartz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 9:32:48 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Schwartz , kielygomes@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: JOHN CERVANTES
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 9:26:08 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: JOHN CERVANTES, city10s@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Francesca Pastine
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 8:46:41 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Francesca Pastine, francesca@pastineart.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. It is time we stop the victimization of
our citizens by criminals.  Please support Dorsey's charter
amendment to fully staff the SFPD.

Best,

Francesca Pastine,
President of the Inner Mission Neighborhood Association
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: GREG DANIEL
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 8:20:19 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: GREG DANIEL, gregdaniel@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tom Rapkoch
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 8:16:35 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Tom Rapkoch, trapkoch@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bill Jackson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 7:39:01 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Bill Jackson, bjacksonsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Eggert
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 6:24:51 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Eggert, keggertsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dara Zandanel
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 5:28:08 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Dara Zandanel, dzlaw415@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I FO NOT support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing
amendment for SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the
ballot in March 2024. San Francisco has too many poorly
trained police officers who think that they are immune from
consequences. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop while they
continue to poorly perform their duties since they do not
have any consequences to poor performance. When and if
they will agree that they exist to serve the people of San
Francisco without qualified immunity or criminal
indemnification, then we can move forward and reform the
current institution. 

San Franciscans prioritize public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

More funding leads to more military grade hardware, which
we do not need. And more staffing will happen with better
educated, and trained officers who seek to serve the
residents of San Francisco.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Justin Cherniak
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 5:00:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Justin Cherniak, justin.cherniak@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maryanne Razzo
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 4:53:52 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Maryanne Razzo, mvrazzo@sonic.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Chesnosky
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 4:41:49 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David Chesnosky, dcrevp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nancy Gilbert
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 12:54:36 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Nancy Gilbert, nancygilbert333@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Denise Gelis
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 10:48:23 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Denise Gelis, dedegelis@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elizabeth Townsend
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 28, 2023 4:43:36 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Elizabeth Townsend, inclinebeth@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Hall
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 28, 2023 3:28:33 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Hall, grumpyhall@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Philip healy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 3:37:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Philip healy, lfchere@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Claire Alt
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 9:37:58 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Claire Alt, clairekalista@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: HILARY ARMSTRONG
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 8:08:16 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: HILARY ARMSTRONG, hilaryarmstrong747@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jen Rinehart
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 7:05:13 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jen Rinehart, jdolinsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Erikson-Ishisaki
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 2:38:45 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Erikson-Ishisaki, b1m2hec3@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eleanor Bigelow
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 10:19:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Eleanor Bigelow, eleanor@websterpacific.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rebecca Saroyan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 8:49:17 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Rebecca Saroyan, rebecca.saroyan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gregory Leung
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 6:54:37 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Gregory Leung, leungmangregory@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Martha Ehmann Conte
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 6:36:15 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Martha Ehmann Conte, martha@ehmannconte.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ray Kwong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 4:36:20 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ray Kwong, raykwong7@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Kong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 4:35:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Kong, amykong@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ka Cheng
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 3:53:01 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ka Cheng, chengkayi@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robert Zerbst
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:49:21 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Robert Zerbst, rzerbst201@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: anne zerbst
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:49:20 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: anne zerbst, azerbst@mindspring.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kelvin Chan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:19:14 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kelvin Chan, k.chan2424@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Minky Fang
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:11:00 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Minky Fang, m.fang@apaccsf.org

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Spencer Lee
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Tuesday, October 31, 2023 10:54:07 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Spencer Lee, sspence37@Yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eric Roddie
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 11:22:11 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Eric Roddie, ericdotroddie@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eric Roddie
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 11:10:01 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Eric Roddie, ericdotroddie@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jane Perry
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:30:48 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jane Perry, janesjoint5@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karin Flood
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:19:49 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Karin Flood, karin@floodbuilding.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karin Pond
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:14:01 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Karin Pond, karin.pond@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lenard Pond
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:05:04 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Lenard Pond, la_pond@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: kristina cahojova
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 6:47:55 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: kristina cahojova, kristina.cahojova@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erika Kim
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 6:29:40 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Erika Kim, e_kimch@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eric Floyd
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:36:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Eric Floyd, floyderict@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kristi Major
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:21:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kristi Major, kristilynmajor@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: lucy junus
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 4:32:38 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: lucy junus, lujunus@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: sloane conway
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 12:55:17 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: sloane conway, sloanelconway@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Janet Pond
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 12:21:53 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Janet Pond, pond.janet@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Preston Jeung
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 11:04:17 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Preston Jeung, prjeung@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: james delman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 10:19:52 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: james delman, jbentdel@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

SUPES" WORRY LESS ABOUT HOUSING AND CRAZY
RENT CONTROL GUIDELINES AND GIVE AWAY "FREE
HOUSING....'  When everyone leaves SF, AND ALL THE
SMALL BUSINESSES CLOSE WHO the hell is going to pay
for all your  freebies , subsidies, reparations, monitoring, and
"give aways?"  
CAN you convince SACRAMENTO TO subsidize our
housing, so we can move to Hillsborough or Atherton?  After
all, if you endorse such absurd CONCEPTS
as "HOUSING IS A RIGHT"- It is a right if you can afford it,
otherwise leave Pierre-Joseph Proudhon (1840- "Property is
Theft.".."What is P{property").
to the historical trash bin!

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

SUJPES" WORRY LESS ABOUT HOUSING AND CRAZY
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RENT CONTROL GUIDELINES AND GIVE AWAY "FREE
HOUSING....'  When everyone leaves SF, AND ALL THE
SMALL BUSINESSES CLOSE OR MOVE. who the hell is
going to pay for all the new and proposed services
monitoring, and "give aways?" 
ses close?

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Harris
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 10:11:13 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Harris, Maryharris_sf@outlook.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Huey
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:49:16 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David Huey, synergismpartners@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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